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1. "rhe given table shows how many employees different small businesses from a random

sample employ. Let X = the number of employees per business. Build a probability
distribution table for X, then firui.,u., the expected number of employees per business.

IlIowsky - Chapt. 4, 6, 7, & 8 O;()
Larson - Chapt. 4, 5, & 6 !lJ
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2. Suppose 20% of all small businesses have onlycQW employee. You choose~small
businesses at random. Justify your answers to the following:

a. How many of the businesses in your sample would you g;sp~_ftJohave gn,e. employee?

6)(0.20=0

b. What is the probability that exactlv ~ of the businesses have one employee?

r(X =4-) ·={O.0\53bJ
p~(\r?ttl?~ (6/0.20)4)

c. What is the probability thatut leqst2...ofthe businesses have one employee?

f (X C 2) ,.,[O_344104J
b~nDh->cd-t- (O,f),20JI ).:...Q,bS53.b
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3. If the~number of employees per small business is.2...8..what is the probability that

a randomly chosen small business will have 2 employees?
'P ( )(::..2)
pOS'Sion~d.p. (2.g)2)::\O.2383}'
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4. Suppose 20% of all small businesses have exactly one employee. If you repeatedly ask

small business owners how many employees they have, what is the probability that you

will need to ask 00 more than 4 owners before finding one that hafsWTYlone employee?

p (X <4) .
jeO~etcdt (0.2.0,4.)::10. 5Q04\
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6. Find the value of Z such that 82% of the area under the standard normal curve lies
between -Z and Z.
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7. Suppose that scores on an exam are normally distributed with a mean o!_p = 1000 and

a standard deviation of (Y =100. Show your work on the following:
a. What is the_probabili1:¥-that a randomly chosen exam score will exceed 1100?
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b. What score would be the cutoff for the top 2% of scores?

C:- ::.. ~()II }Jur"" (0. Q8):.. 2.0537
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c. If you repeatedly take random samples of size n = !-s.,.exams,and compute the s~.Il!PJ_e
meanscore for each sample, what values would you expect to find for the mean and

~~'~~dard deviation of the\(ampliQg ~JlQ.dof the sample mean? .-' .

f-MK::" I.~~_~ [l~__::..F.: ~:: 25.~

x = I, oODT (2. 05)( ,00j
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d. What is the probabiUtv that the mean score from a random sample o-upJexams will be

less than 970? 2 :: '1 -f\ q' ')0 -1.Dol:) _ 30
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8. You wish to estimate the proportion of small businesses that have one employee to

I' f\ (,2(. ):1.. ~ amargin of erro,,'of'2 percentage points, with soss confidence. What is the
Yl = P q ~ minimum sample size required, assuming you have no preliminary sample data?
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9. Suppose a survey of 200 randomly chosen businesses found that 160 offer their

employees 2 weeks of paid vacation per year. Build a 959id_£,{infide-"celntervahfor the
-p_o_P_j,lJation]:LOportiooof businesses that offer 2 weeks of paid vacation per year.
X:: 160 n -= ~ao ~ '"~;, .::O.~ 1t= 0.2 C. "t15 '/0 "-70. qr; ~'- = l.ql,O

: o.o 554-~ 0-8-0,0554< 'F< o.'8+-0Df;~4
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10_Suppose a random sample of 34 businesses found that th~ number of employees

W~23.7 with standard deviation 3.5. Build a 99%[COnfidenc~J!:l_!_~iV_~_9forthe p_()'p~!~ion_
_m,e_annumberof employees per business.; .
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11. Suppose a random sample of the hourly wage for n = 5 employees at a business yielded
the following: $19.32, $12.50, $11.12, $12.00, $9_56.Assuming that hour~ wages are
normallvdtstriauted, build a 95% confidence interval for the Qopulatior( mean hourly
wage for employees at this eusiness.
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